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welcome
IT’S OUR VERY FIRST ISSUE
OF MILKY WAY MAGAZINE!

LISA DIGESO

AS WE HEAD INTO the busy fall season (or spring depending on
where you live!), we hope the pages within provide you with a boost of
creativity and actionable tips to help your business thrive.
Before we dive in, I just want to remind you (+ myself!) to be mindful
of your business boundaries. This is the time of year that seems to lead
to burnout.
Every ‘yes’ you say to a client is a ‘no’ to something else. So please,
please, pretty please ensure you have taken the time to figure out how
many sessions you can reasonably take (and edit!) while still staying
healthy (and sane!) this season.
Inside you’ll find advice from our contributors to help style your
family sessions, tricks to getting your clients to loosen up, ways to ensure the furry family members don’t get left out, ways to avoid ‘false
advertising’ and so much more.
You’ll also find a special ‘pull-out’ posing inspiration guide - because
sometimes seeing one idea will spark another!
A very special thanks to the hundreds of photo submissions from our
community - I hope you enjoy the beautiful diversity of images within
these pages. They say it takes a village to raise a child. I believe the
same is true of growing a business.
It can be lonely - but we don’t have to do it alone. And I am so very
grateful to our community for showing every day that there is room for
us all to succeed! Happy reading!
Love,
JOIN THE CONVERSATION!
Like us on Facebook
Find us on Pinterest
Follow us on Instagram
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o u r contrib u tors

MEGAN ARNDT
Megan is a natural light family, maternity, and newborn photographer
outside of Chicago. She stays busy keeping up with her husband and
three young boys, but manages to sneak in some time doing some of
her favorite things, including traveling, cooking, and reading. You
can find her work online at MeganArndtPhotography.com.
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JULIE COLLINS
Julie Collins is a portrait and wedding photographer based in the
upper Midwest. Her images are characterized by bold color and
authentic emotion. Her work has been recognized by the worldwide
photography community. Candid “in the moment” photographs touch
her heart deepest and what feeds her passion for storytelling
through her lens. juliecollinsphoto.com
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STACY CANZONIERI
Stacy Canzonieri, owner of Stacy Mae Photography, is a natural light
family photographer in NJ. When she’s not shooting you’ll find her in
the car driving back and forth between school, the grocery store and
playdates, watching a movie (Stranger Things marathon anyone?), or
browsing Pinterest for recipes she’ll never make.
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CRYSTAL LAWBURGH
Crystal Lawburgh of Crystal Lawburgh Photography is a self-taught
photographer from Southeastern Indiana. Her passion for photography started at a young age and has continued to only grow stronger
as she had children of her own and built a business. She was raised on
a farm and loves her country life with her two daughters and husband.
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SHANNON MORTON
25

Raised in Fort Worth, Texas, Shannon graduated from Texas A & M in
1997. She worked as a teacher and a stay-at-home mom before opening her photography studio, Shannon Morton Newborn Portraiture,
in 2011. Her 5+ years of photography and business knowledge have
made her a sought-after photographer and presenter. She has taught
on: newborn posing, 1:1 mentoring of other photographers, networking
and business, and photography basics. Shannon loves newborn babies
and families. She is passionate about providing a photography experience that is second-to-none.

AMBER FIFE
30

Oklahoma Photographer Amber Fife, of Fife Photography, is now
moving to South Jersey with her husband and four children to start
a new adventure as the wife of a university professor. She has been
a photographer and instructor for 10 years, and finds joy in creating
images for families.

ASHLEIGH WELLS
35

Ashleigh Wells has been photographing pets and families since 2008.
She owns two photography businesses, Ashleigh Wells Photography
and Sit Stay Studio. She is a Certified Professional Photographer and
is nationally accredited in Canine and Animal Portraiture. Ashleigh was
Gold Photographer of the Year in 2015 and Silver Photographer of the
Year in 2016 (PPA).

LAURAKATHRYN
39

Everyone has a story worth telling. My wish is to illustrate the stories
you have to tell with high quality photographs that will add color and
beauty to the memories you treasure most. I am an iced-coffee loving,
vintage obsessing, adventure seeking portrait photographer that has a
serious preoccupation with the color mint. LauraKathryn Photography.
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SUJATA SETIA
Sujata is a Freelance Photographer based in London, United Kingdom
and owner of But Natural Photography. She is also a theater
artist, Yoga Instructor, Scuba Diver, Freelance Copywriter, wannabe
writer, blogging addict, recovering journalist and a surviving
mother to a toddler named - Aayat.

44

REINA PROCEE
Reina Procee is an internationally recognized photographer from
Montreal, Canada. She has over 6 years of experience in portrait photography. Her particular style is highly sought after, which often sends
Reina traveling across Canada and the United States. Reina loves
working with and teaching photographers anything from newborn
photography and editing to running a boutique business.
Reina is also the creator behind Simply Actions.
reinaprocee.com | simplyactions.com

50

ANNIE WHITAKER
Annie is a portrait photographer specializing in newborns and
families located just outside of New Orleans, Louisiana. She’s
obsessed with every perfect detail of a brand new life and the warm
glow of a Louisiana sunset. anniewhitakerphotography.com

57

JAMIE SWANSON
Jamie Swanson teaches photographers how to start and run
successful photography businesses at The Modern Tog. If you need
more clients and want to learn how to do effective photography
marketing, check out Marketog, her in-depth marketing course
specifically for photographers.
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m u sings

“SISTERS ARE DIFFERENT FLOWERS

zandy smith

• soulful

FROM THE SAME GARDEN” UNKNOWN
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PREPARATION, PREPARATION,
PREPARATION!

M E G A N A R N DT
all images in this article © megan arndt photography
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preparation , preparation , preparation !

Not so very long ago, I found myself in a situation that every
photographer dreads.
IT WAS ABOUT 2:00 PM on a sunny summer day. I was in an overcrowded public park, shooting a large extended family. The hot midday sun beat down on the subjects, who wore a variety
of mismatched t-shirts with large logos splashed about them, and there wasn’t a shady tree
or building in sight. I felt my frustration building with every pose as I tried to work around the
groups of picnickers and frisbee players in the background. Needless to say, the results from
that particular photo session weren’t something that I was proud of, and I can honestly say that
I didn’t share them on any social media or website.
I remember thinking, “How did I get here? This is not at all what I envisioned for this shoot!
Why didn’t it turn out like what I saw in my head?”
AFTER THIS DISASTER OF A PHOTO SHOOT, I KNEW I NEEDED TO MAKE SOME MAJOR
CHANGES TO MY INTERACTION WITH CLIENTS. I knew that if I was going to get the pictures
that I took to match what was in my head, I needed to do a major overhaul of my whole process.
As I mentally went through my normal process, from booking to delivery of images, I realized that I hadn’t really given any guidance to my clients. I had assumed that since I knew what
would make a good picture, so too would my clients.
I thought back to the time that I had family pictures taken before I became a photographer.
Before I had immersed myself in the world of golden hours, artfully coordinated outfits, and
beautifully backlit fields of wildflowers, I had no clue what would make a good photograph. To
my untrained eye, more light was better for pictures, right? Wouldn’t you want to shoot in the
middle of the day?
I realized that I would need to impart my knowledge and expertise to my clients. I
found, in fact, that they were eager to hear my thoughts. For the most part, they felt
clueless, and they wanted me to hold their hand and walk them through the process
so their pictures turned out as beautifully as they hoped and dreamed.
SO WHAT DOES THIS PROCESS NOW LOOK LIKE FOR ME? It has to be a pain to “babysit” your
clients and put in so much work before the actual photographing begins, right?
Actually, it’s a breeze! Once you do a little legwork in the beginning and set your steps in
place, it can all go more or less on auto pilot!
HERE’S A LOOK AT MY STEP-BY-STEP PROCESS.
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BOOKING
Upon an initial booking inquiry, I copy and
paste a ready-made email template that explains all about working with me. I tell them
about my style (I am considered “lifestyle,”
and I explain that this means that I focus on
interactions rather than posed pictures) so
that I make sure that their expectations mesh
with my type of photography. I explain what
my booking process looks like, and I am very
clear about pricing, booking fees, and what
pictures and products they will receive in the
end. And I reassure them that once we decide
to book a session, I will work directly with
them to choose a location, coordinate outfits,
and tailor their session to their family.

PLANNING
After we have a date in the books, a retainer
fee has been paid, and a contract signed, I
have another email template that I send out
that gives all kinds of information about planning for the session. In it, I include a link to
an e-magazine that I published through Issuu,
which has examples of photo sessions I’ve
done, as well as little helpful hints about how
to get ready for a photo shoot.
I also direct them to a Client Lounge page
of my website. This page is hidden and password-protected, so only my clients have access to it. On this page, I have many things,
including linked articles and Pinterest boards
that give ideas for coordinated outfits, photo
collage walls, and location ideas.
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But the biggest help for both me and my clients is a questionnaire. I have embedded this
form that I created on JotForm, and as soon
as a client completes it, I get an email notification. So it’s super easy to print out, file away
in my client file, and keep that info handy! The
questionnaire is nothing too complicated, but
gives me information about all the people involved in the shoot, what kinds of moments
the family is wanting to capture/remember,
and what type of feel they’re hoping for during the shoot. I have found that this questionnaire really helps the family put some thought
into how they would like their pictures to turn
out, and gives me some insight into their personalities. It makes us both more invested in
the process!
BEFORE THE SHOOT
The week before the shoot, I send out a prewritten email template to finalize all the details. I ask them to send me snapshots of what
they’re planning to wear, and I suggest bringing more than one choice for me to help with!
AT THE SHOOT
At the beginning of the shoot, I explain to
everyone what I will be doing and what they
should expect during our time together. Especially for the dads, who often have a hard time
knowing what to do during a photoshoot, this
sets their mind at ease. My speech usually
goes something like: “I’ll be setting you up in
poses, but then I’ll be walking all around taking pictures and chatting with you guys. Don’t
feel like you need to look at the camera. Just
relax and interact with your kids as you normally would!”
I also reiterate at the end of the session
what my timeline is like, when they can expect
sneak peeks, and approximately when the fi-

nal delivery will be.
I have found that this method has had a
huge impact on the final outcome of my photo sessions. Not only do I go into them more
confident, but so do my clients! They feel that
the money they spend is worth the time and
effort they’ve put into preparing with me, and
their images become family heirlooms and
works of art, not just snapshots.
Once I had put in some time writing my
email templates for the various stages of the
booking process, designing my e-magazine
and client lounge area, and writing my questionnaire, I found that I now have to do very
little work for each client ahead of their shoot.
This streamlined system has helped me
avoid so many headaches, and helped me be
able to focus during each session on what I
want to be focused on: photography. Give it a
try and see how it can transform your business!
WHAT I USE:
GMAIL Gmail makes it easy to save email
templates that you can then insert into any
client email! I have about seven of these saved
for different steps and circumstances.
ISSUU This is a free e-publication site. Once
you create a PDF (I made an e-magazine in
Photoshop and then saved it as a pdf), it’s
easy to upload and publish. You can either
copy and paste a link, or embed the magazine
right on your website!
JOTFORM I use this site for many different
circumstances, and it’s once again free! I created my questionnaire on here, and I also have
a client review form on here, as well as my
portrait session contract. Again, you can copy
and paste a link, or embed onto your site.
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m u sings

“ T H E R E R E A L LY A R E P L A C E S I N T H E H E A R T
YO U D O N ’ T E V E N K N OW E X I S T
U N T I L YO U L O V E A C H I L D . ” A N N E L A M OT T
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5 WAYS TO PREPARE CHILDREN
FOR YOUR NEXT SESSION

JULIE COLLINS
all images in this article © julie collins photography
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5 W ays to P repare C hildren for Y o u r N e x t S ession

I have seen a strong correlation between families that put a lot of
thought and planning into their family portrait session and how
successful they view the outcome.
I ALSO KNOW HOW stressful this can be as a parent who just went through it from on the other
side of the lens. Coordinating wardrobe for not only our six family members but also with my
sister’s family and mother, who both live across the country was no easy feat. Strange looks
from passersby in numerous clothing stores were common as I snapped pictures of possible
outfits to text across country in an attempt to get the color palette just right. Wardrobe aside,
as important as it is, what makes or breaks a family session is the mood of the children. Are they
nervous? Tired? Excited? Mad? Crying? Goofy? Shy? Cooperative? And, more importantly, how
do the parents react to these emotions?
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5 W ays to P repare C hildren for Y o u r N e x t S ession

READ ON FOR A LIST OF FIVE WAYS
TO PREPARE YOUR CHILDREN FOR A
SUCCESSFUL AND STRESS-FREE
PORTRAIT SESSION!
1. GET THEM EXCITED ABOUT THE SESSION
IN ADVANCE.
Kids and adults alike want to know what is
coming. Plan a surprise such as a trip to the
ice cream shop or a night out at a favorite restaurant. I have a client who made this a tradition and their children look forward to their
family session every year as a result! A postsession trip to play mini golf could be another
idea. Make it your own!
2. SCHEDULE YOUR SESSION FOR A TIME
OF DAY WHEN YOUR CHILDREN ARE WELLRESTED.
My preferred time to shoot is an hour before sunset. That being said, I always follow
that up with this statement: “Happy children
trump good light.” So true. A photographer’s
job is to take stunning portraits of your children no matter the time of day. Give me the
task of tackling a tricky lighting situation over
a melting down toddler any day.
3. FEED THEM.
Simple as that. Full tummies (or at least not
hungry tummies) make for happy kids. If you
are planning a family dinner out afterwards,
give your children a snack before dressing or
pack some (non-messy) snacks for the road.
Children are more likely to be restless and
easily upset when they are hungry.
4. BRING ALONG THEIR FAVORITE TOY,
STUFFED ANIMAL, BLANKET, OR ANYTHING
THAT BRINGS HOME A LITTLE CLOSER AND
GIVES COMFORT TO YOUR CHILD(REN).

If your child needs a break from pictures to
snuggle up it’s nice to have that comfort on
hand. Furthermore, including that “snuggy” in
some pictures speaks to what your family life
is truly like at this time and someday you may
look back on those pictures warmly remembering when your little one just couldn’t bear
to be without “kitty.” I have a client whose
middle child has “baby” (doll) in their family
pictures year after year. She’s part of the family!
5. CHANGE LOCATIONS AND DO NOT BE
AFRAID TO STEP AWAY.
Okay, I’ll admit that that’s two, so maybe I
should have titled this six ways to prepare…
Forgive me! If you feel your child is about
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5 W ays to P repare C hildren for Y o u r N e x t S ession

to take a turn for the worse there are a few
things that you can do. Walk away! Children
can sometimes feel pressure to “perform”
with many eyes on them (especially parental eyes) and they shut down as a result. Of
course as their parent you know best how
your child would handle having some extra
space between you and them.
Another option is to suggest a location
change or go for a walk. This doesn’t have to
be far from your current location and can do
wonders for lifting moods.
TIP: If you are nervous or stressed your children can and will feed off of that emotion.
They feel your mood. Take a deep breath and
have faith in your photographer that he/she
is skilled enough to handle whatever comes
their way. Know that your photographer has

likely had some experience handling difficult
situations and delivered beautiful images
regardless.
That being said, embracing your children as
they are can be beautiful and something you
look back on fondly.
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“ H E D I D N ’ T T E L L M E H OW TO L I V E ;
H E L I V E D , A N D L E T M E WAT C H H I M D O I T. ”

amy murphey

CLARENCE BUDINGTON KELLAND
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HOW TO PUT FAMILIES AT EASE
BEFORE THE SESSION

S TA C Y C A N Z O N I E R I
all images in this article © stacy mae photography
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how to p u t families at ease before the session

I ’ve got a little secret to tell you.
AS A FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHER, it’s not uncommon that I’m meeting my clients for the first time
at their family session. I don’t usually schedule in person consultations because it’s hard to nail
down a session date sometimes, let alone meet for coffee first. So how do clients know they’re
making the right choice when they hire me to photograph their family? Communication is the
key!
Imagine how stressful it must be as a client to show up to a shoot and not know the person
behind the camera very well. They’re probably nervous about how the kids will behave and
whether you’ll be able to get good shots. Let’s face it, family sessions can be chaotic. If I’ve done
my job right though, they already trust me. I make sure that I get to know my clients as well as
I can before the session so that when I show up, it’s like we’re old friends.
HERE ARE 5 SIMPLE WAYS YOU CAN HELP FAMILIES RELAX BEFORE A SESSION.

1. USE YOUR WEBSITE
Your website is like a welcome mat. Clients
want to be greeted warmly. They want to
be able to get a sense of who you are and
what your values are so they can determine if
you’re a good fit. Your website should include
information about what it’s like to work with
you (testimonials are a great way to do this)
and what to expect during a session. This is
your first impression so make it a good one.
2. BE RELATABLE
If they like what they see, the next step is usually an email (or phone call) to find out more.
This is a great opportunity for you to ask
questions and get beyond the topic of pricing.
Who do they want photographed? Maybe you
have kids the same age. Or nieces or nephews. When was the last time they had pictures
together as a family? If it’s been a few years,
ask why. Everyone can relate to being busy
right? Share a personal story. Something that
connects you and your potential client. Don’t
respond with a one-size-fits-all email.

3. DO YOUR HOMEWORK
Once they decide to move forward, I think
having some sort of client questionnaire is
essential for a successful family session. Not
only for basic information like their name and
phone number, but the details you gather can
be super helpful during the session too. My
questionnaire includes things like, “What do
you enjoy doing together as a family?, “What
is a typical day like?”, “Tell me about the kids’
personalities.” Who is the most camera shy?”
The more details you get, the better their
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session will be. Since it’s usually mom who
books the session, I tell her to get the hubby
and kids involved answering questions too.
Once the questionnaire is complete, you can
use that info to plan a session that is unique
and memorable for that family.
Another important question to ask is what
their goal is for the session. A really great
family shot to hang in their living room? A
picture of all of the kids together? Just mom
and her babies? Asking this builds trust with
your client. They’ll feel confident that you’ve
got their back.
4. REMEMBER TO CHECK IN
Send an email a few days before the session
confirming all the details. Ask if they have any
questions or if they are nervous about anything. Remind them how the session will go
so they know exactly what to expect. Address
any last minute concerns and make sure they
have your cell phone number in case they are
running late the day of the session.
5. GIVE ‘EM A PEP TALK
When you show up to the session, greet everyone with their name. I like to keep my camera
out of sight for the first few minutes and just
chat. Use the information you gathered from
your questionnaire to make a connection with
the kids. Ask about their favorite toy or TV
show. Compliment everyone on their outfits.
Mom likely put a lot of work into choosing the
right clothes so give her some kudos. I also
try to use humor to put the dads at ease. “I
bet this is exactly how you imagined spending your day off, right?”
I know it seems redundant, but remind
them again how the session will go. It’s hard
to act natural when there’s a camera in your
face so let your clients know you’ll be there to

guide them. Tell them exactly what you want
and why. A family session is their chance to
capture the love and connection they share.
You want them engaged with each other. Let
them know it’s ok if they’re not always looking
at the camera. When they can be in the moment and really enjoy each other’s company
they’ll relax enough for you to capture some
great shots. Tell them that! I’m going to say
this again. Communication is key!
And then it’s time to start shooting! Hopefully all of these things have helped to build
trust and make your clients feel comfortable
and confident that you’re going to rock the
session and create amazing images.
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crystal barbee

• crystal barbee photography

make ' em la u gh

FAMILY-FRIENDLY JOKES can help break the ice (if only to have them all groan at you!) Here
are a few to add to your repertoire!
Q: Why did Cinderella get kicked off of the
baseball team?
A: She ran away from the ball.

Q: What does a snail say when it’s riding on
a turtle’s back?
A: Weeeee!!

Q: What do you call a pig that knows karate?
A: A pork chop!

Q: Where do cows go on Friday night?
A: To the MOOOvie theater.

Q: How do you make a tissue dance?
A: You put a little boogie in it.

Q: Why did the orange lose the race?
A: Because he ran out of juice

Q: What do you call a bear with no teeth?
A: A gummy bear!

Q: Why didn’t the teddy bear want dessert?
A: He was stuffed!
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LET THEM
BE LITTLE

C R Y S TA L L AW B U R G H
all images in this article © crystal lawburgh photography
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let them be little

When it comes to photographing young children, my philosophy
is always “let them be little.”
I CONSIDER MY PHOTOSHOOTS true “love stories” and I want the photos to feel real, emotional, and authentic. I work hard to get those “million dollar” posed shots that everyone wants,
but my favorite photos always end up being the ones I capture in between. Those seemingly
ordinary moments where the family is just doing what they do best...spending time together,
having fun, laughing...or to put it simply; loving each other.
Photographing families with young children can be a bit chaotic, to say the least! It is easy
to get overwhelmed, stressed, or even a bit worked up when kids aren’t cooperating. Combine
that with the pressure of knowing that the family is paying you to take their photos and you can
easily feel like there is a huge weight on your shoulders, which takes the fun out of the shoot. My
advice; take a breath and calm down. It’s gonna be okay! Children have this weird sixth sense…
they can feel our tension. Once they sense that an adult is tense, they usually will become tense
and not want to cooperate (which is the last thing we want!).
I USED TO STRESS out when young families booked me. I worried about the children not cooperating. Would they like me? Would they think I was funny? What if they were painfully shy?
Now I don’t worry because I have completely changed my philosophy and attitude towards
these types of shoots. My new philosophy: Let Them Be Little.
I am a mother myself and I have had photos taken before where I had to kindly “threaten” my
children or plead with my children to get them to cooperate and to smile. Sure enough, we got
ONE of those “million dollar shots” which I hung on my wall. The sad thing is, when I look at
that photo, I am reminded of how we got it and how I felt that day. I was frustrated with them;
the memory that is held in that photo to the outside world is a happy one, but it makes me remember how stressed I was! It makes it hard to really enjoy the photo when it has a somewhat
negative memory attached. I vowed to not allow other parents to feel the same way about their
beautiful photos hanging on the wall.
I want families to look at their photos and smile, remembering how relaxed they were
and how much fun they had during their shoot. This way they have a beautiful photo to
enjoy, along with a wonderful memory.
JUST GO WITH IT
I learned rather quickly that I could not force children to do much of anything! I just try to “go
with it” and let them lead the session. I typically try to start with some posed family shots because kiddos are still warming up to me at the beginning, so being close to their parents makes
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them feel safe and secure. This also gives me
some time to get to know them, for them to
get comfortable and warm up to me. It is also
a huge stress reliever to get those posed family shots out of the way early!
Sometimes kiddos won’t even cooperate at
the beginning. Don’t stress! Think outside the
box. Use your “mama/daddy sense” (if you
have kids) or just put yourself in their shoes.
What makes YOUR kids relaxed and happy (or
what did when they were little)? Some things
that have worked for me at sessions are ring
around the rosy, tickle fights, family hugs, and
whispering a secret into mom or dad’s ear.
You can also say silly things like “Who has
the stinkiest feet?” or “Look at mom. Isn’t she
the best?” This gets the family to relax a little

and live in the moment with each other rather
than to focus on the fact that there is a camera on them.
Once I get some good family shots, I assess
the situation to determine what will be best
next. Are the kids showing signs that they are
getting antsy? If yes, let them take a break and
play for a little bit while you do some shots
of mom and dad. Oftentimes, by this time in
the session, kids have really warmed up to me
and are ready to show off their smile and give
me some good posed individual shots.
If not, it’s okay! There are still other things
you can try.
GETTING YOUNG CHILDREN TO SMILE
The nice thing about little kids is that it
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doesn’t take much to make them laugh or
smile! Everyone is a comedian in their eyes.
If you aren’t comfortable being silly, get mom
or dad to get behind you and be silly to make
them laugh. Some other things that have
worked for me include:
tip: use a lens buddy

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

“Okay, I don’t want you to smile. I need
a serious face. Whatever you do, don’t
smile. No, don’t smile!”
“There is a frog that lives in my camera
here (point to lens). If you give a big smile
and look closely, he will wink at you!”
Have them do their biggest, most fake
laugh (and do it with them!).
Ask them questions to distract them
from the camera: “What’s your favorite
show?”, “What did you dress up as for
Halloween?”, “Who is your best friend?”
“Show me your best Queen Elsa /
Superman smile!”
“Uh oh, I think there is a spider on my
head! Ah! Do you see it?!”
Try singing a song with them. You can
always sing it wrong and that usually
makes them crack up!
Ask them to make animal sounds. Be silly
and say the wrong sound for an animal.
Get a squeaker toy and hide it under
your shirt and squeak it.
Get your phone out and put on
Disney Radio. Kids LOVE it!

My last resort: Smarties (called Rockets
in Canada). Always ask the parents first before giving their kids candy. I love Smarties
because they aren’t messy or sticky, they are
easy for kids to eat quickly, and a roll will last
you a whole session (usually!). I always make
mom or dad the “candy keeper” and I tell
them to hand the candy out when they feel

the time is right.
IF YOU USE SOME OF THESE TECHNIQUES
AND JUST RELAX AND “GO WITH IT,”
EVERYONE IS GOING TO HAVE A GREAT
TIME (INCLUDING YOU). Be silly, go with the
flow, and let the kiddos lead the session.
Families often tell me they can’t believe
how much fun the shoot was. They are often
shocked at how well it went and that their
children cooperated the way they did. I work
hard to make the shoot feel like we are all just
hanging out and getting to know each other,
rather than it feeling like a “stuffy” photoshoot. I try not to worry if we don’t get many
“posed” shots of young children because that
is often just not who the young children are
right now. Young children are wild and free
and often walk to the beat of their own drum. I
always tell mom and dad that I got great shots
of their child just “being them” and they end
up loving how my photos show their child’s
true personality (even if I didn’t get many, or
any, posed individual shots).
Look for those beautiful candid family moments and shoot away. If the family has fun at
the shoot and you capture their personalities
in photos, they are going to love them. Focus
on helping them to create a happy memory
which you can capture for them to cherish for
the rest of their lives. Last but not least, remember that when it comes to uncooperative
young children, just let them be little.
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m u sings

“ W H AT I WA N T E D M O S T F O R M Y D A U G H T E R
WA S T H AT S H E B E A B L E T O S O A R
C O N F I D E N T LY I N H E R O W N S K Y,
W H A T E V E R T H A T M AY B E . ”

jennifer russell

• wildflower photography

HELEN CLAES
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• shannon morton photography

DO YOU HAVE
A BAG OF TRICKS?

S H A N N O N M O R TO N
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Do you remember Mary Poppins?
EVEN THOUGH SHE WAS fictional, that woman was amazing! She could fly, create imaginary
worlds, and make medicine taste good. She also had a magical bag that captivated two very
active children. She grabbed their attention and amazement as she pulled out item after item,
some of which were clearly too big to fit in that bag. It would be awesome if she could come to
my family sessions and assist, but the whole fictional thing throws a kink in that plan, doesn’t it!
Alas, since Mary Poppins is not available, I’ve come up with my own bag of tricks I use to
engage the little ones. There’s all kinds of amazingness in there. Because whether you are a
lifestyle photographer or more of a posed portrait photographer, every mom is going to want
at least one picture of her whole family or children looking and smiling naturally at the camera.
And there are some stress-free ways to get there.
LET ME SHOW YOU:
SQUEAKY BALLS
Hands down this is my first go-to. I really try
to avoid using the child’s name over and over
again. Eventually they become immune to it
and won’t look at you anymore. But a squeaky
ball is gold. Mine is actually a dog toy in the
shape of a cow. I play fun games with it like,
“Do you think I can balance him on my head
(or camera) AND take your picture?” And
let’s play catch with the cow. I slowly count
to three and then throw that little cow with all
the force I can muster. The natural smiles he
elicits are precious! He’s even been in a few
family pictures.
BALLOONS
There is serious magic in a balloon, especially
once it’s blown up! I usually start with a deflated balloon because the process of blowing
it up is very appealing to kids! I then will either
tie it off and use it to bonk myself on the head
or even lightly tease kiddos by bonking them
on the head. Or, I will let it go and the process
of deflating is hilarious. Plus, it sounds like the

balloon is tooting. This is a huge plus for preschool boys. ;)
PEZ DISPENSERS
These are great for two reasons. 1. The bottom of it can be cut down to fit in the hotshoe
of your camera. That way, you can have a little
fun pretending that Pez dispenser (whether a
princess or Mickey Mouse) is talking to your
clients. 2. It can dispense picture-friendly candy as an instant reward. (Remember you want
to avoid chocolate during a picture session.)
Pez candies are like Smarties, and those are
the best for picture-taking. Don’t forget to reward the photographer!
BUBBLES / BUBBLE MACHINE
These are so eye catching, especially for your
younger crowd. They can be a bit messy and
should probably be used sparingly, but don’t
miss out on having something that might help
a shy or fearful little one from opening up. Not
all kids will respond to sheer silliness, but everyone loves bubbles!
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mary thomas

• mary thomas photography

do yo u have a bag of tricks ?

WOULD YOU RATHER BOOK
This is such a great one if the kids span from
high school to younger. You can pick some
questions in advance to ask - the grosser the
better. Or if you have a preteen or teenager,
hand them the book and let them pick out
their favorite question. This simple favor can
involve them in the process and get them
warmed up to taking pictures.
STICKERS
The currency of the toddler world. Stickers
can be a great motivator to get a smile from
a little one. I also use them at the end of the
session as a reward.
SIMON SAYS
Although not technically an item, this is one

of my favorite games I pull out when I have
kiddos who are not as quick to cooperate.
The toddler to preschooler set love a good
game of Simon Says. You just have to weave
in, “Simon Says make a happy face,” at a key
moment when you’re also ready to take that
important picture.
TICKLE CONTEST
If the whole family is sitting together, I have
youngest children (or most resistant to smiling children) sit on their parents’ laps. Parents
then rest their hands on that child’s tummy.
The child rests their hands on top of the parents (for a clean-looking image). I tell them all
that when I count to three, parents can begin
gently tickling while still looking and smiling
at the camera. Their gentle tickles usually get
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emma smart

crystal lawburgh

• emma smart photography

• crystal lawburgh photography

do yo u have a bag of tricks ?

me all the smiles I need from the little ones.
Repeat again if needed or if the tickles need
to be a little more aggressive.
POTTY HUMOR
Yes, I hate to add this one, but let’s be totally honest with each other … boys (and some
dads) of a certain age group think this kind
of thing is hilarious. They may have been total toots themselves before you introduce this
idea into the session, but once you say, “Hey,
did you toot?” they may break out into all
kinds of giggles and natural smiles. Go figure.
;)
“I’M GONNA GET YOU”
This is a classic game, especially when Dads
can engage their children. I do work with an
assistant during family sessions, and she does

this for me, but if Dad is not in that picture, he
is an even better choice! Did you know that
studies show that kids’ heart rates increase
when Dad gets home from work? They know
the fun is about to start!!
FOR ME THE KEY IS NOT TO USE ALL OF
THEM TOO MUCH. I like to think of it as an
assortment of magic tricks I can pull out of
my bag, whether literally or figuratively, to engage my little clients.
And I know, it’s an extra item to have with
you at a session, but your own bag of tricks
is not only extremely helpful, but I’d even say
it’s a necessity. Just think of all the awesome
images you’ll create by having a plan for when
those littles are a little less than cooperative.
Can’t wait to see what you create!!
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omayra espino

• spino photo

make ' em la u gh

A baby snake asks his mom: “Mom, are we
poisonous?”
Mom says: “Yes love, why are you asking?”
Baby snake answers: “Cause i just bit my
tongue!”

Knock, knock.
Who’s there?
Little old lady.
Little old lady who?
Wow, I didn’t know you could yodel!

A boy asks his dad if bugs good to eat.
“That’s disgusting — don’t talk about things
like that over dinner,” the dad replies.
After dinner the father asks, “Now, son,
what did you want to ask me?”
“Oh, nothing,” the boy says. “There was a
bug in your soup, but now it’s gone.”

Knock, knock.
Who’s there?
Lettuce.
Lettuce who?
Lettuce in, it’s freezing out here!

Q. Can a kangaroo jump higher than a house?
A. Of course, a house doesn’t jump at all.

Knock, knock.
Who’s there?
Cows go.
Cows go who?
No, silly. Cows go “moo!”
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HOW TO PHOTOGRAPH
LARGE FAMILIES IN 6 STEPS

AMBER FIFE
all images in this article © fife photography
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how to photograph large families in si x steps

Have you struggled shooting families with young children?
What about large families with L O T S of young children?
WHEN I FIRST STARTED PHOTOGRAPHY I was a recent graduate from university, and a newlywed. With no children of my own, I found photographing families with young children tiresome
and difficult. I would leave sessions feeling exhausted, vowing never to say yes to a family shoot
ever again.
Over the last 10 years, as a mother now myself, I have grown both in my photography and my
ability to work with children. I have naturally developed a pattern I use when photographing
large families. These steps can apply to families with fewer kids as well. I find this is what I do
almost each time I shoot large (immediate) families—it gives me direction, a large variety of images for the family, and I finish in a reasonable amount of time.
WORKFLOW FOR PHOTOGRAPHING LARGE FAMILIES:

1

1. START WITH THE WHOLE FAMILY.
While everyone is fresh and kids are still a little shy, set the whole family into a group shot.
Start with placing dad, and building family
around him. Space heads and bodies evenly,
with natural touching between everyone. Of
course all faces should be looking and smiling. Once you’ve got that you can get a little
variety without moving anyone. Have everyone look to someone different or all to one

2

person, or hug or tickle. These can be emotional shots to complement the traditional image you shot first.
2. BREAK IT DOWN.
This is where the fun starts. Depending on
the chemistry and ages of your clients, you
may forge ahead, or let a toddler have a short
break if they’re struggling. At this point you
can do all girls, and all boys (with and with-
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out a parent). If there is a special dynamic you
can do silly things like sisters kissing brother,
or piggy back rides, or running or walking together. Make sure to get at least one pose of
all children together and looking at the camera.

3

3. SINGLE KID HEADSHOTS.
At this point, if there are toddlers, they can go
for a short walk with a parent while you start
the headshots of each child. If the toddler(s)
is still going strong however, start with them
first and then move on to the siblings. Get at
least one traditional vertical image of each
child, but don’t forget to get a few silly or
laughing images, and a few horizontal ones as
well. The parents will love how you captured
their personality. These sibling images will
look wonderful printed side by side going up
a staircase or grouped together. If Mom has a
special pose request, squeeze it in if you can
and make her day!
4. DON’T FORGET THE COUPLE.
When was the last time the parents got their
picture taken alone? For some it was their
wedding day! Hopefully it was the last time
YOU took their picture! These few images may
be the most important from the session—to
help them remember their love and friendship
when the parenting gets tough. Life with kids
sure does get rough sometimes! The images
you create can nurture and strengthen that love.

4

5. BONUS: ONE MORE WHOLE FAMILY SET.
If all is well and energy is high I always suggest at least one more full family set, different from the traditional set you started with.
It may be a standing pose, walking away from
the camera, jumping, or something silly. If
the first set wasn’t as flattering to mom, try
to change that with this second set. With all
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the little kids to pay attention to, it’s easy to
forget mom, but it’s important to help her feel
pretty. Often this whole experience is most
stressful to her—kids may not cooperate how
she wants, or the husband is not as keen on
pictures as she is. So in this last set, see if you
can incorporate a pose that flatters her too.
6. REWARD REWARD REWARD.
Check with mom beforehand if sugar is okay,
or stickers, or gum or prizes. No mention
by anyone about this step until during step
5 when you just need ONE more smile from
everyone. If the reward secret is shared too
early, it loses its effect. I always keep a bag
of Smarties in my bag if any ammo is needed
for toddlers throughout. (These are called
“Rockets” in Canada). They are eaten fairly

quickly, with no chocolate dribble down the
chin. Big kids like the attention too, so reward
them for good behavior if you’re rewarding
toddlers! High fives for good smiles are great
free rewards as you go.
With each family comes a new dynamic to
work with, but each of these steps will still
work. I don’t feel the same as I used to when
shooting families. When I follow this workflow
I leave my session feeling invigorated and
energized instead of overwhelmed and discouraged. Having a plan to work from makes
everything easier. I hope you enjoy these steps
and they help you in your next family session.
We’d love to see your sessions!
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musings

“ W H AT G R E AT E R T H I N G I S T H E R E F O R H U M A N S O U L S
T H A N T O F E E L T H AT T H E Y A R E J O I N E D F O R
L I F E – TO B E W I T H E AC H OT H E R I N S I L E N T
U N S P E A K A B L E M E M O R I E S . ” G E O R G E E L I OT
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PETS ARE PEOPLE TOO
CAPTURE THEIR SPIRIT

ASHLEIGH WELLS
all images in this article © ashleigh wells photography
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pets are people too - capt u re their spirit

Our family recently had to say goodbye to our “heart dog,” Roxie.
YOU KNOW…THAT SPECIAL dog you know you won’t ever quite match again. I had so many
photographs I had taken of her over the years. Our Roxie joined our family shortly after my
husband and I started dating almost 12 years ago. She was in our wedding party. She was there
through 5 moves with us. She was there the day we brought each of our daughters home from
the hospital, the first one waiting to kiss their little pink noses. She was our protector and our
reason to laugh. She was there each and every time we needed her without fail.
Pets are a huge part of our families and family photography that includes them is so important
because unfortunately they never stay with us long enough. Before we said our goodbyes we
had a family photography session including our dogs and words fail to express how great a role
those images have played in our healing time as a family. From the other side of the lens I can
now tell you with absolute certainty that these photos are where I go when I’m missing my girl.
They are my connection to her and every day when I pass the print of her hanging on our wall

roxie
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I say a private hello to her and take a moment
to feel her heart whispering back to me.
Other years we did family portraits, we
would put it off saying “Let’s not bring the
dogs this time, it will be hard enough with the
kids and us.” If something had happened before we could get that session with her done I
would never have forgiven myself.
That’s why it is important that we encourage clients to bring their fur babies to sessions and capture even just a couple of images with them. Many times families are cautious
about asking me if they can include their pets,
or they are coming to me because they have
been turned down by another photographer
who does not allow pets. Other times, families
just forget. REMIND them, encourage them
and welcome them.
PETS DON’T HAVE TO BE OVERLY COMPLICATED TO INCLUDE. Ask owners to bring
along some treats for their pet, a plain collar
and leash and a bottle of water for them if you
don’t have these items. Help pose the family

and then tuck in their pet where they fit best.
Oftentimes pets actually help close smaller
gaps between family members and they give
everyone a point to look at. Use a squeaky
toy to grab the attention of the kids and pets.
Ask the family to look at their pet for a couple
candid images and then take one or two images of the pet on their own. This may add 15
minutes to your session, but will be so very
important to your clients down the road.
PHOTOGRAPHY CAPTURES AND PRESERVES THE VERY SOUL WITHIN EACH OF
US. It stops our minds from quietly and consistently erasing the tiniest details from our memories. This is the number one reason I go out of
my way to encourage families to include pets
in their family session. Our furry friends deserve to be remembered, and the families who
come to us deserve to have keepsake portraits
of their full family. One day they too will walk
by the portrait you took that hangs on their
wall and feel their heart healing little by little
every day.
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m u sings

“ T H E M O M E N T A C H I L D I S B O R N , T H E M OT H E R
IS ALSO BORN. SHE NEVER EXISTED BEFORE.
T H E WO M A N E X I ST E D, B U T T H E M OT H E R , N E V E R .
A M O T H E R I S S O M E T H I N G A B S O L U T E LY N E W. ”

alissa cordoba

• little dreamers photography

RANJEESH
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8 THINGS YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER
WANTS TO TELL YOU

L A U R A K AT H R Y N
all images in this article © laurakathryn photography
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eight things yo u r photographer wants to tell yo u

When I meet a client face to face for the first time, it ’s usually on
the same day as our shoot.
THEY’RE BUSY; I’M BUSY, the kiddos’ hairstyles are already getting mussed. There isn’t a whole
lot of time to relax and chat on. The introductions are usually a bit rushed and before we know
it, the camera’s out, the props are set, and everyone is saying cheese. But as the session takes
shape and personalities come alive, I often wish I would have thought to suggest a few pointers
to build on, making their session one to remember, for all the RIGHT reasons.
HERE ARE SOME “FOR INSTANCES”.
STOP APOLOGIZING.
Seriously. I’m not offended if I get a scowl flung in my direction. Your toddler has just been
yanked out of his ordinary routine, washed, dried, combed, dressed, zipped, buttoned, then
placed in front of a total stranger, instructed not to move, and bribed to smile big at the large
black object pointed at him. It’s a recipe for a meltdown! I know your little guy is not a monster;
you don’t need to say you’re sorry every time he runs in the opposite direction of my camera.
We’ll just give him a little space to check out his surroundings before asking for any smiles. Most
importantly, try to RELAX. If he sees you at ease, he’s more likely to respond positively too.
SPEAK UP.
My mind is racing like a tiny locomotive during shoots. I have a thousand thoughts dancing
around in my head, but there’s always a chance your idea isn’t one of them. So when I ask if you
have any ideas, TELL ME YOUR IDEAS! Even if you’re not sure how to explain it, just start talking. Trust me, you’re going to kick yourself later if you don’t. If I suggest something that you’re
just not sure of, I need to hear this. The last thing I want is for you to feel awkward because that
will show up in your photos. The more you and I talk, the better this experience will be.
BE COMFORTABLE.
Placing yourself in front of a camera can be awkward enough, so the last thing you want to do
is wear uncomfortable clothing. And comfortable clothing doesn’t imply frumpy, obviously. You
just want clothes that won’t prevent you from relaxed, effortless posing. Believe me, if you feel
like you have a straitjacket on, you’re going to look like you have a straitjacket on.
If it doesn’t fit, don’t wear it. I don’t care if it’s your favorite color. Constantly tugging on a snug
shirt or hiking up pants that are too big will make you feel even more self-conscious in front of
that camera. You want to feel your best, and part of that is wearing sensible clothing that fits
you and the season.
Speaking of seasons, make sure you dress the little ones for the occasion. The weather con-
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ditions may change on a dime, so plan accordingly. If we’re headed outside, it’s always
better to dress in layers unless you’re pretty
certain you’ve been lucky enough to land
beautiful weather for your shoot. And make
sure you wouldn’t mind being photographed
in each layer! It’s a gamble to plan on snatching away the child’s tattered Spiderman coat
for a few quick shots of his super cute duds
beneath it. Children (especially the little ones)
can’t hide their emotions, which is one of the
reasons why they’re so precious to photograph. But if you can’t tell that they’re freezing from the watery eyes and runny nose, the
hunched shoulders and chattering teeth are a
dead giveaway.
Moral of the story? Get some coats and
hats that are just as adorable as what they’re

wearing underneath.
DON’T COMPARE.
By the time I meet you, I realize that you may
have spent hours online harvesting your favorite pictures in hopes of recreating them
with your family. I actually encourage this,
since it shows me your style and your vision
for the shoot by the type of photographs you
choose.
But tread carefully here, and keep your mind
wide open. Don’t get frustrated when a shot
isn’t working out like you want. It doesn’t have
to match the picture on Pinterest in order to
be magical. Good posing is the foundation to
awesome portraits, but it’s the interaction between you and your loved ones that makes it
genuine and something special. So if your kid
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refuses to get inside the bucket exactly like
the baby in the picture? It’s ok. Her dimples
and toothless smile will make up for it. You
won’t even remember that bucket 30 years
from now.
PLAN AHEAD.
The last thing you want is to be rushing around
like a maniac, moments before a shoot where
you’re supposed to look calm and poised.
Give yourself some breathing room by mentally challenging yourself to be ready in time.
Try to spare at least a half hour for the unforeseen drama that usually unfolds when
you’re in a rush. Babies never spit up or you
rarely ever can’t find your shoes unless you’re
running late, am I right? Have your outfits and
accessories laid out the night before, if that
helps. Think about what you want to bring
along for the little ones that might get antsy
during a longer shoot and need a break (toys,
snacks, etc.)
I know these things are no-brainers for you
moms out there.
HAVE FAITH.
I know it’s hard to ignore the construction
crew right to our left, or the fact that the sky
is dark and gray, but trust in me, this shoot will
be beautiful. Remember, my lens only sees
what I tell it to see. And don’t fret over the
fact your daughter only smiled for about 30
seconds of our time together. I guarantee you
I’ve snapped some shots of her you will love.
I’ve had so many clients believe the entire
shoot was a washout, and then they’re ecstatic once they see their sneak peeks.
Oh, and if you’re worried about that recent break-out? There’s no cause for alarm.
My promise is to always make you look your
absolute best without compromising the

integrity of the photo.
DON’T WAIT.
Obviously, photo shoots aren’t at the top of
your pile of priorities. But I think it needs to
be somewhere on that list.
When you take a photograph, you’re freezing a moment forever. And it’s a moment
you’ll never get back again. It’s something
that someone you love will hang on to when
you’re gone. It’s part of someone else’s history. Your great-granddaughter isn’t going
to care you haven’t lost that last 15 pounds.
All she will know is that she wishes she knew
what her great-grandma looked like.
So when the idea pops into your head to
get some pictures done, don’t wait. After all,
nobody is promised tomorrow.
HAVE FUN.
In a sense, photo shoots are a celebration.
Think of it as time set aside to focus on what
(and who) is special in your life. And get creative! Go exploring at the beach or apple
picking at the orchard and invite me along!
There’s a time and place for formal photographs, but you don’t want to forget about
all of the lovely adventures you and your
loved ones could go on together. Think about
what your family likes to do and build a shoot
around that. It will mean that much more if
you do.
Wherever we go to do a shoot, just remember why you’re there. Yes, it’s fun gathering
Likes on Facebook or sending out Christmas
cards with pictures of the kids...but more importantly, a photo session gives you the opportunity to create memories. And the pictures that come from them will be treasures
that you, your friends and your family will
cherish for years and years to come.
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jenny braly
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m u sings

“ W H I L E W E T RY TO T E AC H O U R C H I L D R E N
ALL ABOUT LIFE, OUR CHILDREN TEACH US
W H AT L I F E I S A L L A B O U T. ” A N G E L A S C H W I N DT
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STYLING SUGGESTIONS
FOR CLIENTS

S U J ATA S E T I A
all images in this article © but natural photography
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They say, you can’t choose your boss and you can’t choose
your clients.
WELL, IT’S ALMOST TRUE. And so you need to make the most of what clients tend to come up
with regarding styling.
It could be anything from a t-shirt shouting out the Pokemon logo or an un-ironed gown... I’ve
even had clients arrive on location with shiny, oiled hair.
When I first saw my client walk in with hair glowing like the summer sun, I remember almost
having a stroke. But I kept calm and promised myself never to leave any styling decisions in the
hands of my clients again.
Styling is the most critical aspect of photography and few realize its value. If you have
styled your subjects perfectly - even if you are shooting in horrible light conditions, you
will be able to salvage your image in edit.
But to be honest, there’s no “correct” way of styling. It depends entirely on what your personal vision is.
I LIKE TO KEEP THINGS SIMPLE.
Especially when it comes to paid clients. Client family images should be all about their emotions, their bond, and lots of innocent smiles. The more props and patterns you add to their
shoot, the more cluttered the images will look... taking attention away from the subject itself.
Hence, I make sure my styling suggestions to my clients are very precise and easy to understand.
Because, since you can’t go dig into their wardrobe to pick the appropriate clothes, either you
can:
1. Stock enough options yourself, which will be an expensive investment, or
2. Keep it so simple that almost nothing can go wrong.
HERE ARE MY TOP TIPS.
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I always, as a rule, ask them to wear plain
clothes without patterns and prints. PLAINS
can never go wrong. I also suggest to them to
stick to one colour. The more mix and match
they do, the more likely they are to go wrong.
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In most cases, I ask my clients to wear white. White is a universal colour. It goes with all other
colours/backdrops/seasons and light conditions.
Another way to style them is to follow the colour wheel. There are two ways of using the
colour wheel:
a. For example, if you are doing a lavender
field photoshoot then you can ask your client to wear the same colour as your backdrop
(lavenders would be blue-violet), as in the image at left.
b. Alternatively you can ask them to wear the
opposite colour on the colour wheel... which
should be yellow-orange.
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Finally, I go with role based clothes when
I am doing any specific family shoots. For
instance, if I am doing a vintage style family
shoot then I will ask my clients to wear vintage clothes. For example, in this image you
see the subject wearing a chef outfit (role
based outfit). Such a style of dressing is pretty simple to explain to the client and you can
then very easily plan a theme based shoot
around such styling.
AS A VISUAL GUIDE, I always keep a Pinterest board ready to send to my clients and also
tell them exactly from which stores I would
like them to pick their clothes from if they are
happy to invest in buying outfits for the photoshoot. My absolute favourite brand for fam-

ily photoshoots is Zara. Some days when I am
in a very generous mood, I go so far as making a collage of matching sets for the family
from clothes available from the online stores
of my go-to brands.
Some clients need to be literally spoon fed
every single detail and there should be no
hesitation on your part in doing so.
OVERALL, REMEMBER TO always keep it
simple. Less is more. Once you are very sure
of what your style of photography is, you will
know what colours/patterns/styles you can
work best with and then you can always recalibrate your style guide for clients.
Until then, simplify it for yourself and your
client.
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hoang gralewski

• hg photography studio

m u sings

“THERE ARE NO SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD
IN THE EYES OF A CHILD. THERE ARE SEVEN MILLION.”
W A LT S T R E I G H T I F F
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wendy sorensen

• wendy sorensen photography

HOW TO GET BALANCE
IN FIVE EASY STEPS

REINA PROCEE
f a m i ly
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It ’s the end of summer. Soon the air will get brisker, the days will
get shorter and the trees more colourful.
AND TO FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHERS far and wide this is our season. Our hunger games. Most
photographers have been fully booked into the fall season since the beginning of the summer.
Add to the equation that many of these photographers have families and children in school.
These amazing mom-bosses are not only in their busiest season, they are now also lunch ladies,
chauffeurs, housekeepers, teacher-assistants etc. During the months of September to November the price of wine goes up due to more demand, and the level of tipsy-procrastination in the
Facebook groups is at an all-time high.
I can promise you that this season is going to be different. We are going to get that ever elusive life/work balance! How? Batch editing!!
Whether you hand edit or use purchased presets and actions, I want to show you how you
can save your steps and use those same steps to edit the rest of your images from that session.
I work mainly in ACR (Adobe Camera Raw), Bridge and Photoshop CC, but many of these
steps can be done in Lightroom as well.
I HAVE TO TELL YOU, I RESISTED BATCH EDITING AT FIRST. Then I realized it’s like insisting
on hand kneading dough to make bread instead of using the stand mixer on your counter that
can do it better and faster. More time away from editing equals less time feeling like a zombiemommy.
Personally, my editing went down from 9-10 hours a session to 2-3 hours for newborns and 1-2 hours for a family session. And much of that time I am spending away
from my computer. Heck right now I am batch editing a massive 9.5 hour mini session marathon while I write this! Multitasking in a way that is efficient and effective!
LET ME SHOW YOU HOW TO USE THIS BATCH EDITING WORKFLOW IN FIVE EASY STEPS!
STEP ONE: CREATE YOUR PRESET
If you have presets you have purchased that you love then you can skip this step! Whether you
are in Lightroom or Adobe Camera Raw, you can edit your image and save the steps of that edit
as a preset - this allows you to apply this preset to future images. I will be using Adobe Camera
Raw to show you these steps, so you may find Lightroom will be a bit different.
For this step, make whatever edits and changes you would like to make to your image, for
instance exposure fixes, adding contrast, raising the blacks, increasing vibrancy - whichever steps you find yourself doing most often with your straight out of camera images.
Then, follow the steps in the graphic on the next page.
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H ow to G et B alance D u ring the F all F amily P hoto S eason - in F ive E asy S teps !

A
B

C

D

A. In the drop down menu pictured, select
“save settings”.
B. When the next screen comes up showing
you what steps you are saving, click
“Save.”
C. You will need to name your preset. Name

it something easy for you to remember.
It will default to save in the Settings
folder, leave it there and click “Save.”
D. Then when you head over to your preset
panel you will see that preset right there,
ready to be used to save you time!
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STEP TWO: SYNCHRONIZE YOUR EDIT
I really enjoy having a consistent edit throughout one session, so I tend to use the same preset
on every image (with some minor tweaks if needed).
In order to do this you will need to apply your preset to the very first image. Then you will
scroll down to the very last image and while holding down the shift key on your keyboard, click
the last image of your session. This will select all of the images in your session.
Always make sure that you select the image with the preset on it first, then select the other
images that you would like to copy that preset on. You will know your image with the preset is
selected first because it will have a blue box around its thumbnail.
Once you have everything selected, press Alt/Option + S - this will pop up the synchronize
screen. Click OK and ACR will apply your preset to each of your selected images.
Remember that whether you made this preset yourself, or this is a purchased one, no preset
can ever be absolutely perfect for each image. So scroll through your images and make sure the
exposure and white balance is good for each image.
STEP THREE: PROCESS YOUR IMAGES INTO JPEGS
I find that this is easiest on my computer when I want to open a bunch of jpegs to do final retouching. In order to process your images you will need to select all of your culled and edited
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H ow to G et B alance D u ring the F all F amily P hoto S eason - in F ive E asy S teps !

images in Bridge. Go to the Tool menu, choose Photoshop and Image Processor. This will open
Photoshop and will take you to the screen you see pictured below. I choose to process them as
jpegs, my destination folder is my desktop, and I like to have the quality at 10. Then I click “OK”
and walk away from my computer or answer emails as this process can take a few minutes.
STEP FOUR: RECORD YOUR STEPS INTO A SINGLE ACTION
Whether you purchase Photoshop actions or prefer to hand edit, you will want to record your
steps into a single action to use on all of your images in a batch edit. In this step I will show you
how to record an action.
If you do not have the actions panel open in Photoshop, go to Window and click on Actions.
At the bottom of the actions panel is a folder you want to click on because you want to create
a new set first before you create an action. Call your set Batch Edits. Then click on the little icon
that looks like a piece of paper with a corner folded.
When the screen opens, name your action whatever you would like and click record. Now every step you take with Photoshop from this point on, until you press the square stop button will
be recorded in an action. So hand edit to your heart’s content (just remember brush strokes will
not be recorded, so keep your steps simple for now).
If you want to play an action you have purchased, or even a couple of them, you can! You can
even lower the opacity of the actions. I always recommend flattening your layers before you
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H ow to G et B alance D u ring the F all F amily P hoto S eason - in F ive E asy S teps !

click stop on your recording, unless you want to have .psd files to work with instead of .jpg.
STEP FIVE: USE YOUR ACTION
Now that you have recorded your batch edit action, you can use that action in your batch edit!
In Photoshop, go to File > Automate > Batch. Select your Batch Edits set and the action you
just created.

Make sure you have selected the folder your images are coming from that you want to batch
edit. After processing your images from Bridge to your desktop as jpegs, you will find a folder
on your desktop called JPEG, use that folder. I prefer to select the same folder as my destination
folder, and have my images save as a sequence of numbers. Follow the image I have included
and you will not have any issues!
Once you have clicked “OK” you can once again walk away from your computer while it works
for you. This may take a while to process depending on your computer speed, but because you
do not have to babysit it, you can get other things done at the same time while this works for
you.
IMPORTANT REMINDER: Be sure to go back through your gallery once your batch edit is complete and make any retouching edits you need to do - for me it’s always having to straighten
that crop, as I always shoot crooked!
This may seem like a lot to do in order to save you time, but once steps one and four are done
you can skip them and run your batch edits doing steps two, three and five for the remainder
of your sessions this season.
When you are faced with a growing pile of SD cards and getting anxious emails from two
out of three of your clients wanting to know when they will see their images, you will be so incredibly thankful for this workflow.
And that glass of wine. I know I promised balance, but you may still need that wine!
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m u sings

“ S H E F I L L S YO U R L I V E S W I T H S U N S H I N E
A N D YO U R H E A R T S W I T H LOV E .”

claire mayo

• claire mayo photography

UNKNOWN
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HOW TO TAKE YOUR
OWN FAMILY PHOTOS

A N N I E W H I TA K E R
all images in this article © annie whitaker photography
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taking yo u r own family photos

We all got into photography for different reasons.
SOME OF US FELL into it after our children were born, some were inspired by another photographer, or had a first job at Sears that bloomed into a custom photography career.
For me it was two reasons: the magic that happened in the dark room and the incredible ability to freeze a moment in time.
When I was little I loved looking through old photos. I mean really old photos….of my grandparents and great grandparents. I was amazed that I had a little glimpse into their lives, their
everyday, and how different it was from mine. When I was in high school, when everyone else
was spending their extra money on gas and CDs I was buying film and dark room supplies. I
would make my grandma stand by a tree very still so I could see what different shutter speeds
did. I would take pictures of her hands and her amazing laugh and even the delicious Cuban
dinners she would make us. And I’m so glad I did as she is no longer with us and those photos
and the memories are all I have.
Like many of us, that love for photography exploded when I had children. I was a young mother at 19 and when my sweet girl was born the only option at the time for newborn and family
photos was the studio at K-Mart. And so it began. I decided I would do my own. And I did. And
have every year since then for the past 15 years.
Yes, now there are hundreds of amazing photographers in my area alone but this has become
a fun tradition for us. Obviously I recommend hiring a professional if you are not experienced,
but if you are, try it!
The key is to make it a fun evening where you just so happen to have your camera. You may
be surprised at how much you love the photos.
HERE ARE SOME TIPS AND TRICKS THAT I HAVE LEARNED OVER THE YEARS THAT
HELP TREMENDOUSLY WHEN TRYING TO GET GREAT FAMILY PHOTOS OF YOUR
OWN FAMILY.
HAVE FUN!
This is most important so I’m putting it first. Don’t become one of those moms we all dread at
family sessions. You know, the one who is fussing at her child because they aren’t cooperating. Threatening to smile or else. Why is it that we are awesome at playing around with other
people’s kids during sessions but when it’s your own child you turn into THAT mom? Don’t!
The second it becomes not fun for them, you’re done. Might as well pack up and go home. Go
out there with zero expectations. Plan to go out and have fun with your little family where you
just so happen to be wearing coordinating outfits at sunset
HAVE A TRIPOD AND A SMALL CRATE.
The tripod is necessary for family photos when standing. But for me, when I have a regular family
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session that is not my own family I spend a lot
of time on my belly taking pics. Having a small
box or crate will allow you to set your camera
up, set the timer and jump in with your family
snuggling on a quilt on the ground.
DITCH THE REMOTE.
Yes, having your wireless remote will allow
you to click a million photos and I’m sure out
of that million you will have a few keepers BUT
you are totally missing out on an opportunity
to run from the camera to your family flailing
your arms, making crazy sounds and getting
amazing laughs (and not to mention incredible outtakes - I was totally wearing heels and
fell).

SET YOUR SETTINGS AND TIMER.
My settings are no different than when I am
behind the camera. I try to keep everyone on
the same plane so it’s easier to make sure everyone is in focus. My hubby is really great at
standing still so I can set settings and focus
for group shots. I like to set the timer for 10
seconds. This gives you enough time to get
from camera to family.
TAKE A FAMILY GROUP PHOTO.
I do our group family photos first. Get them
out of the way. Now this is key to everyone
looking at the camera…Focus, press shutter,
wait a few seconds, run like a crazy woman
making your funny noises then when you get
to your family point quickly at the camera (or
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taking yo u r own family photos

at the bird or dinosaur or whatever imaginary
animal you want) as you hear the fast beep
warning give them all a big bear hug and BAM
you have an awesome photo of your family
with everyone looking at the camera smiling.
It works. I promise.

LET SOMEONE ELSE TAKE THE PHOTO.
OK so handing over your camera to your inexperienced husband doesn’t sound like the
best idea BUT you can totally make it easy for
them where they literally just have to press a
button. Here is how.

GET PHOTOS WITH YOUR SPOUSE.
I like to let the kids loose at this point and
while the camera is on the tripod take some
of the hubby and me.
The running like a mad woman making crazy noises is just as effective in getting smiles
from him.
I know I said ditch the remote, but sometimes it’s nice to have the remote for this to
get a few in a row. Have hubby stand where
you want so you can get your focus before
joining him. I direct him just as I would a client. “Hold my face in your hands and tell me
what you love about me before you give me
the best kiss ever.”
The hardest part here is remembering to
click as this sweetness is happening.

•
•
•

Keep camera on the tripod.
Have someone stand where you will be so
you can set the focus and settings.
Switch spots and have them just click
away.

TAKE PHOTOS OF THE KIDS.
I take the camera off of the tripod and take
photos of the kids just as I normally would.
Don’t forget, we are not in crazy mom mode
at a photo session.
Let them play, let them get dirty, let them
have fun, let them not smile if they don’t want
to and most importantly, let them make memories. Let this be a fun memory that they will
hold in their hearts when they look at these
photos in the years to come.
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tina kelly-nerelli

• chase & ella photography

m u sings

“ O T H E R T H I N G S M AY C H A N G E U S ,
B U T W E S T A R T A N D E N D W I T H T H E F A M I LY. ”
A N T H O N Y B R A N DT
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ARE YOU READY TO ELEVATE
YOUR FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHY?

ONE OF THE COMMENTS we hear from our students is how much they appreciate
learning from a diverse group of retreat instructors.
We all have our favourite photographers to follow. But by finding inspiration from
many pools, you have the opportunity to really define your own style and nurture
the artist within.
栀漀猀琀攀搀 戀礀 吀栀攀 䴀椀氀欀礀 圀愀礀

18 inspiring instructors share their knowledge on posing, lighting and more to help
you improve your craft.
GET INSTANT ACCESS! themilkyway.ca/family-retreat
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IT ALL HAPPENS ONLINE WITH 18 INSTRUCTORS | DOWNLOADABLE VIDEOS | PRIVATE FACEBOOK COMMUNITY
栀漀猀琀攀搀 戀礀 吀栀攀 䴀椀氀欀礀 圀愀礀
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IT ALL HAPPENS ONLINE WITH 18 INSTRUCTORS | DOWNLOADABLE VIDEOS | PRIVATE FACEBOOK COMMUNITY
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april cannon

- running mom photography

RUNNING A BUSINESS... OR
ENJOYING A HOBBY?

LISA DIGESO
f a m i ly
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r u nning a b u siness . . . or enjoying a hobby ?

So many of us get into the photography world because we love
telling stories.
We get excited about being able to capture family history and help people preserve these
moments forever. It’s thrilling to see your art evolve. To see the visions in your head come to life
(well...digital and print “life”).
But what is less thrilling, but oh-so-important, is making sure you are putting the same amount
of care, attention and love on the business side of things (if you have chosen a business vs a
hobby)
Did you? And if so, ARE you taking care of the business side of things?
HERE’S A LITTLE QUIZ TO SEE HOW YOU ARE DOING! SIMPLY ANSWER YES OR NO TO
THE FOLLOWING:

1.

I have studio policies in place that clearly
outline client and studio expectations.
AND I ensure that every client has a
chance to go through it (and understand it).

4. I have a consistent workflow in place that
ensures that things don’t fall through the
cracks (and I actually FOLLOW this work
flow...err...guilty!).

2. I ensure ALL my clients sign a contract
before our session takes place (and I include a model release form as well if I
want to post their images for advertising
purposes).

5. I create and execute on marketing / pro
motional strategies throughout the year
(NOT just when I realize I have no book
ings and am scrambling to fill spaces).

3. I know how many sessions per month I
am aiming to book (because I have taken
the time to figure out what my income goal
is and I have an accurate picture of my
monthy / annual expenses).

6. I have a way to keep in regular contact
with my clients throughout the year to
stay top-of-mind.

HOW ARE YOU DOING SO FAR?
Let’s leave it there, so it doesn’t become overwhelming! If you answered mostly “yes!” –
AWESOME! Were there a few places you could still improve? If you answered mostly “no”–
that’s ok. But it’s time to start loving your business a bit more.
Don’t get overwhelmed.
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ashley parsons

• amp photography

r u nning a b u siness . . . or enjoying a hobby ?

Pick the one thing that is most important, and set aside a couple of hours to get it done. May
I suggest having clear policies and contracts...this is going to save you misunderstandings and
grief – and possibly legal woes – down the road!)
TIP: if you want done-for-you contracts / policies – or at least a solid starting place, The Law
Tog has lots of options – it was created by lawyer / photographer Rachel Brenke.
It’s true, spending money and time on this kind of stuff can feel like sock shopping...ugh...I
hate spending money on socks.
But it’s necessary.
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erika gonzalez

• erika rigger photography

m u sings

“ M A K I N G A D E C I S I O N T O H AV E A C H I L D – I T ’ S M O M E N T O U S .
I T I S T O D E C I D E F O R E V E R T O H AV E Y O U R H E A R T
G O W A L K I N G A R O U N D O U T S I D E Y O U R B O D Y. ”
ELIZABETH STONE
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joshua larson

- candis l photography

SURPRISE DELIGHTS
YOUR MARKETING SUPERPOWER

J A M I E S WA N S O N
f a m i ly
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s u rprise delights : yo u r secret photography marketing s u perpower

Marketing can be a mystery, but I ’m going to share one of my
best secrets with you today.
SO MANY PLACES TELL you they can get you results, if only you spend the money to advertise
with them or buy their cool marketing templates. It’s hard to know what will work and what
won’t. The last thing you want is to spend money and not see any return.
However, there’s one thing that is guaranteed to bring in new clients because it’s so very
powerful, but so many people neglect this aspect of their marketing.

What is this secret photography marketing super power?
Get them talking!

The secret is to keep your current clients raving about you to their friends. I’m not talking
about a referral program where people gain benefits for sending you new clients. I’m talking
about clients who are SO SATISFIED that they can’t help but to tell all their friends about you!
This is way more powerful than simply offering them free prints or a free session or something
they have to work to get. The hard part is, how do you do this?
SURPRISE DELIGHTS: POWERFUL PHOTOGRAPHY MARKETING
The first step is to provide an experience working with you that is amazing. Good customer
service, a great time shooting, and timely delivery. This is your base. If you don’t have this, the
rest won’t matter.
Then, instead of spending several hundred dollars on an ad somewhere that may or may not
yield results, spend that money on surprise delights for your current and past clients. Surprise
them, delight them, and they’ll talk about it to everyone who will listen. People expect to have
a good experience when they pay for something, but when you go above and beyond their expectations, it produces delight and unexpected delights get talked about.
DELIGHTFUL IDEA: METAL ORNAMENTS FROM PRODPI
There are lots of different ways you could do this. In fact, I’d love to hear what you’ve done! I
thought I’d share one of the things I’m doing right now to give you a practical example.
One year I sent all my wedding clients beautiful metal ornaments from ProDPI. You can see
them on the next page. Aren’t they pretty?
I’d much rather send a surprise gift that brings delight than waste that money on some ad
that may or may not work. And the response I got from them was really fantastic – people really
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appreciated having a keepsake like this, and
some even sent really sweet thank you cards.
It also booked me some family sessions the
next summer, which was a nice bonus.
We all love getting gifts, and surprise gifts
are that much better. Part of why I selected
this product was because it’s something they
will enjoy, keep, and likely see year after year.
On top of that, the holiday season brings
lots of new couples getting engaged. I wanted
to be fresh on the mind of my current couples
so they would tell their newly engaged friends
who are looking for a wedding photographer
how amazing we are.
Finally, I also wanted to provide them with
something that they may want to purchase
for family and friends. While that’s not my
main reason for doing this, I provided this for
my clients who really love it as a limited time
product to gift to their family members. Sending it early meant that they still had time to
order them before the holidays.
TO WATERMARK OR NOT TO WATERMARK
(AND OTHER THINGS TO CONSIDER)
While you may be doing this to increase marketing and encourage word-of-mouth advertising, it will only work if you truly treat it like
a gift and not a photography marketing ploy.
People see through that and it won’t be very
effective. To make the most of this type of
gift, here’s a few things I highly recommend
doing.
1. DO NOT WATERMARK YOUR GIFT The last
thing you want is for them to get a gift and
feel like it was just a marketing ploy or feel
any sort of disappointment with it at all. So if
you give them something as a gift, treat it like
a gift. While I do hope they tell their friends
about it, my primary desire is for them to re-
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s u rprise delights : yo u r secret photography marketing s u perpower

ally love this and feel like it is a gift (because
it is!). I don’t want them to get excited, look
at it, then get disappointed even a little bit
that there’s a logo on it. They’d prefer to have
it non-watermarked. So leave the watermark
off. The delight will be even more powerful.
2. MAKE IT PERSONAL Write a hand-written
note to go with it. Make it personal and all
about them. If you will be providing the opportunity to buy the item you are sending,
just put a very small note with a link to the
information somewhere on your site where
they can visit to learn all the details. It’s not
about the sale - it’s about delighting them.
Don’t ever forget that or you’ll lose the delight you’re going for.
3. MAKE IT PRETTY Wrap it up, present it
as a gift, even if that means spending a bit
more on postage to send it out. Gift giving is
incredibly powerful and meaningful, so do the
same thing you’d do as if you were sending it
to a dear friend.

NEED MORE MARKETING HELP?
Check out The Modern Tog’s free e-course
Getting more Clients.
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“ H O M E I S W H E R E F A M I LY L I V E S , L O V E S ,
L AU G H S A N D YO U R H E A R T
N E V E R T R U LY L E A V E S . ”
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ARE YOU GUILTY
OF FALSE ADVERTISING?

LISA DIGESO
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are yo u g u ilty of false advertising ?

What I ’m about to say is fairly obvious.
AND YET, SO MANY of us somehow overlook this key piece advice: SHOW what you love shooting and create a consistent brand experience. On your website, on your blog, on your Facebook
page, Instagram….everywhere!
When a potential client lands on your site, you want them to immediately be able to say, “THIS
is the photographer for me!” - and they are going to do that when they see the types of images
they personally want and ‘hear’ the tone that resonates with them.
ARE YOU GUILTY OF FALSE ADVERTISING?
If I went to your website right now, would I see images that accurately portray the type of work
you currently are doing? (and highlighting the TYPES of sessions you want to be shooting?)
Would the language you use on your site match up with the experience I have when I contact
your studio? And will the experience I’m anticipating based on your branding, images, words,
tone, language and description of the service match the real-life experience?
If not, you might be guilty of “false advertising.” It may not be intentional, but it will leave your
clients feeling a little confused, AND you likely won’t be attracting your dream clients.
This happens.
Especially when we don’t take time to review our website, marketing materials + emails frequently...because you will evolve, your art will evolve and the experience you offer may change!
HERE’S A QUICK LIST OF ITEMS YOU SHOULD REVIEW AT LEAST TWICE A YEAR
(OR MORE!)
#1. PORTFOLIO IMAGES
Do they show the type of work you want to
be doing?
If you love stylized child sessions, do you
show those? If you prefer doing simple newborn set ups, is that what you highlight? If you
simply LOVE doing B&W lifestyle sessions,
are they featured?
Yes, you may have some clients who want a
style of image that doesn’t really match what
you love. Do you need to highlight that on
your website? No. You really don’t.
If you blog every session, then certainly,
you’ll want to include their images, but fea-

ture the ones you feel best suit your style (you
do not have to show all images - and if there
are some that you feel are not representative
of your style, keep those for the clients only!)
If you are still fairly new, or have recently
changed the type of photography you want
to specialize in, run a few model calls so you
can have the exact type of images you want
to highlight.
NOTE: be sure to these individuals sign your
model release form to ensure you can use the
images in your portfolio and advertising).
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are yo u g u ilty of false advertising ?

Do your images match the level /quality of
images I currently take?
Has your work improved since you put up
your website? If so, make sure you update
your images.
And yes, you ARE allowed to delete photos
from your Facebook page - promise!
#2. TONE + LANGUAGE
Does the tone of your website match your
emails + reflect your brand?
There is no wrong or right...you can be
formal, informal, sassy, funny, sincere, witty (or a combination) - you just want to be
sure you are consistent across the board!
#3. FONTS, COLOURS AND LOGOS
Do you keep things consistent?

I know you can get “bored” of a look...and
sometimes it IS time to update - but remember, you want it to feel familiar...like an old
friend.
If you are constantly trying out new colour
schemes, changing up your logo and playing
with fonts, you will lose that recognition with
your existing and potential clients.
Plus...we bet there are WAAAAY more important things you should be focusing on, and
most likely, you are just using that as an excuse to procrastinate!
#4. THE EXPERIENCE DESCRIPTION
Do you paint an accurate picture of what a
photography session is like with your studio?
Have you changed things up?
Do you now offer in-person ordering ses-
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are yo u g u ilty of false advertising ?

sions or pre-session consults?
Did you switch from offering discs or USBs
to digital download only?
Take the time to read through all your marketing material as though you are a new client: your website, welcome guide, emails, etc.

Will new clients be prepped for what to
expect? If not...time to do some tweaking!
I encourage you to find a couple hours in
the next week or two to review your images
and marketing to ensure you aren’t unintentionally doing any false advertising!
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learn with u s

COME LEARN
W I T H T H E M I L K Y W AY
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learn with u s

Are you as inspired as we are by this family issue of
The Milky Way magazine?
READY TO TRY SOME of the tips, trick and techniques for yourself? If you find yourself stuck on
some areas...seek out help! There are tons of great resources out there! If you need a little help
with your lighting, posing or editing, be sure to take a peek at our online classes and retreats.
We have an incredible group of alumni who help one another grow in a kind, supportive
(drama-free) community!

B E YO N D
THE

I L L U M I N AT E

BEANBAG

OUR COMPLETE GUIDE TO NEWBORNS

STUDIO LIGHTING FOR BEGINNERS

In this online course, discover:

In this online course, discover:

GG
GG
GG
GG
GG

GG how to create ‘natural light’ results
GG how to set up different lighting styles for
newborn, maternity and child sessions
GG a behind-the-scenes look at how to set up
your studio using natural and studio lights

how to keep babies safe + comfortable
how to create poses parents love
how to incorporate props safely
how to successfully pose multiples
working with siblings

(see full course description)

(see full course description)
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the last word

“ A H A P P Y F A M I LY I S
B U T A N E A R L I E R H E AV E N . ”
G E O R G E B E R N A R D S H AW
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